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Data-centric Dynamic Partial Order Reduction
Abstract
We present a new dynamic partial-order reduction method for state-
less model checking of concurrent programs. A common approach
for exploring program behaviors relies on enumerating the traces of
the program, without storing the visited states (aka stateless explo-
ration). As the number of distinct traces grows exponentially, dy-
namic partial-order reduction (DPOR) techniques have been suc-
cessfully used to partition the space of traces into equivalence
classes (Mazurkiewicz partitioning), with the goal of exploring only
few representative traces from each class.
We introduce a new equivalence on traces under sequential con-
sistency semantics, which we call the observation equivalence.
Two traces are observationally equivalent if every read event ob-
serves the same write event in both traces. While the traditional
Mazurkiewicz equivalence is control-centric, our new definition is
data-centric. We show that our observation equivalence is coarser
than the Mazurkiewicz equivalence, and in many cases even expo-
nentially coarser. We devise a DPOR exploration of the trace space,
called data-centric DPOR, based on the observation equivalence.
1. For acyclic architectures, our algorithm is guaranteed to explore
exactly one representative trace from each observation class,
while spending polynomial time per class. Hence, our algo-
rithm is optimal wrt the observation equivalence, and in several
cases explores exponentially fewer traces than any enumerative
method based on the Mazurkiewicz equivalence.
2. For cyclic architectures, we consider an equivalence between
traces which is finer than the observation equivalence; but
coarser than the Mazurkiewicz equivalence, and in some cases
is exponentially coarser. Our data-centric DPOR algorithm re-
mains optimal under this trace equivalence.
Finally, we perform a basic experimental comparison between the
existingMazurkiewicz-based DPOR and our data-centric DPOR on
a set of academic benchmarks. Our results show a significant reduc-
tion in both running time and the number of explored equivalence
classes.
1. Introduction
Stateless model-checking of concurrent programs. The verification
of concurrent programs is one of the major challenges in formal
methods. Due to the combinatorial explosion on the number of
interleavings, errors found by testing are hard to reproduce (often
called Heisenbugs [31]), and the problem needs to be addressed
by a systematic exploration of the state space. Model checking [9]
addresses this issue, however, since model checkers store a large
number of global states, it cannot be applied to realistic programs.
One solution that is adopted is stateless model checking [15], which
avoids the above problem by exploring the state space without
explicitly storing the global states. This is typically achieved by
a a scheduler, which drives the program execution based on the
current interaction between the processes. Well-known tools such
as VeriSoft [16, 17] and CHESS [27] have successfully employed
stateless model checking.
Process p1 :
1. write x;
2. read x;
Process p2 :
1. write x;
2. read x;
Figure 1: A system of two processes with two events each.
Partial-Order Reduction (POR). Even though stateless model-
checking addresses the global state space issue, it still suffers from
the combinatorial explosion of the number of interleavings, which
grows exponentially. While there are many approaches to reduce
the number of explored interleavings, such as, depth-bounding and
context bounding [22, 30], the most well-known method is par-
tial order reduction (POR) [7, 15, 32]. The principle of POR is
that two interleavings can be regarded as equivalent if one can be
obtained from the other by swapping adjacent, non-conflicting (in-
dependent) execution steps. The theoretical foundation of POR is
the equivalence class of traces induced by the Mazurkiewicz trace
equivalence [28], and POR explores at least one trace from each
equivalence class. POR provides a full coverage of all behaviors
that can occur in any interleaving, even though it explores only a
subset of traces. Moreover, POR is sufficient for checking most of
the interesting verification properties such as safety properties, race
freedom, absence of global deadlocks, and absence of assertion vi-
olations [15].
Dynamic Partial-order Reduction (DPOR). Dynamic partial-order
reduction (DPOR) [12] improves the precision of POR by record-
ing actually occurring conflicts during the exploration and using
this information on-the-fly. DPOR guarantees the exploration of
at least one trace in each Mazurkiewicz equivalence class when
the explored state space is acyclic and finite, which holds for
stateless model checking, as usually the length of executions is
bounded [12, 17, 31]. Recently, an optimal method for DPOR was
developed [1].
A fundamental limitation. All existing approaches for DPOR are
based on the Mazurkiewicz equivalence, i.e., they explore at least
one (and possibly more) trace from each equivalence class. A basic
and fundamental question is whether coarser equivalence classes
than the Mazurkiewicz equivalence can be applied to stateless
model checking and whether some DPOR-like approach can be de-
veloped based on such coarser equivalences. We address this funda-
mental question in this work. We start with a motivating example.
1.1 A minimal motivating example
Consider a concurrent system that consists of two processes and a
single global variable x shown in Figure 1. Denote by wi and ri the
write and read events to x by process pi, respectively. The system
consists of four events which are all pairwise dependent, except for
the pair r1, r2. Two traces t and t
1 are called Mazurkiewicz equiv-
alent, denoted t „M t
1, if they agree on the order of dependent
events. The traditional DPOR based on the Mazurkiewicz equiva-
lence „M will explore at least one representative trace from every
class induced on the trace space by the Mazurkiewicz equivalence.
There exist 2
3
2
“ 4 possible orderings of dependent events, as there
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are 23 possible interleavings, but half of those reorder the indepen-
dent events r1, r2, and thus will not be considered. The traditional
DPOR will explore the following four traces.
t1 : w1, r1, w2, r2 t2 : w1, w2, r1, r2
t3 : w2, w1, r1, r2 t4 : w2, r2, w1, r1
Note however that t1 and t4 are state-equivalent, in the sense that
the local states visited by p1 and p2 are identical in the two traces.
This is because each read event observes the same write event in
t1 and t4. In contrast, in every pair of traces among t1, t2, t3, there
is at least one read event that observes a different write event in
that pair. This observation makes it natural to consider two traces
equivalent if they contain the same read events, and every read
event observes the same write event in both traces. This example
illustrates that it is possible to have coarser equivalence than the
traditional Mazurkiewicz equivalence.
1.2 Our contributions
In this work our contributions are as follows.
Observation equivalence. We introduce a new notion of observa-
tion equivalence (Section 3.1), which is intuitively as follows: An
observation function of a trace maps every read event to the write
event it observes under sequentially consistency semantics. In con-
trast to every possible ordering of dependent control locations of
Mazurkiewicz equivalence, in observation equivalence two traces
are equivalent if they have the same observation function. The ob-
servation equivalence has the following properties.
1. Soundness. The observation equivalence is sufficient for explor-
ing all local states of each process, and is thus sufficient for
model checking wrt to local properties (similar to Mazurkieqicz
equivalence).
2. Coarser. Second, we show that observation equivalence is
coarser than Mazurkiewicz equivalence, i.e., if two traces are
Mazurkiewicz equivalent, then they are also observation equiv-
alent (Section 3.1).
3. Exponentially coarser. Third, we show that observation equiva-
lence can be exponentially more succinct than Mazurkiewicz
equivalence, i.e., we present examples where the ratio of
the number of equivalence classes between observation and
Mazurkiewicz equivalence is exponentially small (Section 3.2).
In summary, observation equivalence is a sound method which is
always coarser, and in cases, strictly coarser than the fundamental
Mazurkiewicz equivalence.
Principal difference. The principal difference between the
Mazurkiewicz and our new observation equivalence is that while
the Mazurkiewicz equivalence is control-centric, observation
equivalence is data-centric. The data-centric approach takes into
read-write and memory consistency restrictions as opposed to only
event-dependency relation of Mazurkiewicz equivalence. More-
over, the data-centric approach allows analysis to be more ’white-
box’ and thus potentially more efficient.
Data-centric DPOR. We devise a DPOR exploration of the trace
space, called data-centric DPOR, based on the observation equiv-
alence. Our DPOR algorithm is based on a notion of annotations,
which are intended observation functions (see Section 4). The ba-
sic computational problem is, given an annotation, decide whether
there exists a trace which realizes the annotation. We show the com-
putational problem is NP-complete in general, but for the important
special case of acyclic architectures we present a polynomial-time
(cubic-time) algorithm based on reduction to 2-SAT (details in Sec-
tion 4). Our algorithm has the following implications.
1. For acyclic architectures, our algorithm is guaranteed to explore
exactly one representative trace from each observation equiva-
lence class, while spending polynomial time per class. Hence,
our algorithm is optimal wrt the observation equivalence, and
in several cases explores exponentially fewer traces than any
enumerative method based on the Mazurkiewicz equivalence
(details in Section 5).
2. For cyclic architectures, we consider an equivalence between
traces which is finer than the observation equivalence; but
coarser than the Mazurkiewicz equivalence, and in many cases
is exponentially coarser. For this equivalence on traces, we
again present an algorithm for DPOR that explore exactly one
representative trace from each observation class, while spend-
ing polynomial time per class. Thus again our data-centric
DPOR algorithm remains optimal under this trace equivalence
for cyclic architectures (details in Section 6).
Experimental results. Finally, we perform a basic experimental
comparison between the existing Mazurkiewicz-based DPOR and
our data-centric DPOR on a set of academic benchmarks. Our
results show a significant reduction in both running time and the
number of explored traces (details in Section 7).
2. Preliminaries
In this section we introduce a simple model for concurrent pro-
grams that will be used for stating rigorously the key ideas of our
data-centric DPOR. Similar (but syntactically richer) models have
been used in [1, 12]. In Section 2.3 we discuss our various model-
ing choices and possible extensions.
Informal model. We consider a concurrent system of k processes
under sequential consistency semantics. For the ease of presenta-
tion, we do not allow dynamic thread creation, i.e., k is fixed during
any execution of the system. Each process is defined over a set of
local variables specific to the process, and a set of global variables,
which is common for all processes. Each process is represented
as an acyclic control-flow graph, which results from unrolling the
body of the process. A process consists of statements over the lo-
cal and global variables, which we call events. The precise kind of
such events is immaterial to our model, as we are only interested in
the variables involved. In particular, in any such event we identify
the local and global variables it involves, and distinguish between
the variables that the event reads from and at most one variable
that the event writes to. Such an event is visible if it involves global
variables, and invisible otherwise. We consider that processes are
deterministic, meaning that at any given time there is at most one
event that each process can execute. Given the current state of the
system, a scheduler chooses one process to execute a sequence of
events that is invisibly maximal, that is, the sequence does not end
while an invisible event from that process can be taken. The pro-
cesses communicate by writing to and reading from the global vari-
ables. The system can exhibit nondeterministic behavior which is
solely attributed to the scheduler, by choosing nondeterministically
the next process to take an invisibly maximal sequence of events
from any given state. We consider locks as the only synchroniza-
tion primitive, with the available operations being acquiring a lock
and releasing a lock. Since richer synchronization primitives are
typically built using locks, this consideration is not restrictive, and
helps with keeping the exposition of the key ideas simple.
2.1 Concurrent Computation Model
Here we present our model formally. Relevant notation is summa-
rized in Table 1.
Relations and equivalence classes. A binary relation „ on a set
X is an equivalence relation iff „ is reflexive, symmetric and
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transitive. Given an equivalence „R and some x P X , we denote
by rxsR the equivalence class of x under „R, i.e.,
rxsR “ ty P X : x „R yu
The quotient set X{ „R:“ trxsR | x P Xu of X under „R is the
set of all equivalence classes of X under „R.
Notation on functions. We write f : X ÞÑ Y to denote that f
is a partial function from X to Y . Given a (partial) function f ,
we denote by dompfq and imgpfq the domain and image set of
f , respectively. For technical convenience, we think of a (partial)
function f as a set of pairs tpxi, yiqui, meaning that fpxiq “ yi
for all i, and use the shorthand notation px, yq P f to indicate that
x P dompfq and fpxq “ y. Given (partial) functions f and g, we
write f Ď g if dompfq Ď dompgq and for all x P dompfq we have
fpxq “ gpxq, and f “ g if f Ď g and g Ď f . Finally, we write
f Ă g if f Ď g and f ‰ g.
Model syntax. We consider a concurrent architecture P that con-
sists of a fixed number of processes p1, . . . , pk, i.e., there is no
dynamic thread creation. Each process pi is defined over a set of
ni local variables Vi, and a set of global variables G, which is
common for all processes. We distinguish a set of lock variables
L Ď G which are used for process synchronization. All variables
are assumed to range over a finite domain D. Every process pi is
represented as an acyclic control-flow graph CFGi which results
from unrolling all loops in the body of pi. Every edge of CFGi
is labeled, and called an event. In particular, the architecture P is
associated with a set of events E , a set of read events (or reads)
R Ď E , a set of write events (or writes) W Ď E , a set of lock-
acquire events LA Ď E and a set of lock-release events LR Ď E .
The control-flow graph CFGi of process pi consists of events of
the following types (where Vi “ tv1, . . . , vniu, g P G, l P L and
b : V
ni
i Ñ tTrue,Falseu is a boolean function on ni arguments).
1. e : v Ð read g, in which case e P R,
2. e : g Ð write fpv1, . . . , vniq, in which case e PW ,
3. e : acquire l,
4. e : release l,
5. e1 : bpv1, . . . , vniq.
Each CFGi is a directed acyclic graph with a distinguished root
node ri, such that there is a path ri ù x to every other node x of
CFGi. Each node x of CFGi has either
1. zero outgoing edges, or
2. one outgoing edge px, yq labeled with an event of a type listed
in Item 1-Item 4, or
3. m ě 2 outgoing edges px, y1q, . . . , px, ymq labeled with events
ej : bjpv1, . . . , vniq of Item 5, and such that for all values of
v1, . . . , vni , we have bjpv1, . . . , vnq ùñ  blpv1, . . . , vniq
for all j ‰ l.In this case, we call x a branching node.
For simplicity, we require that if x is a branching node, then for
each edge px, yq in CFGi, the node y is not branching. Indeed, such
edges can be easily contracted in a preprocessing phase. Figure 2
provides a summary of the model syntax. We let Ei Ď E be the set
of events that appear in CFGi of process pi, and similarlyRi Ď R
andWi Ď W the sets of read and write events of pi. Additionally,
we require that Ei X Ej “ H for all i ‰ j i.e., all Ei are pairwise
disjoint, and denote by procpeq the process of event e. The location
of an event locpeq is the unique global variable it involves. Given
two events e, e1 P Ei for some pi, we write PSpe, e
1q if there is a
path e ù e1 in CFGi (i.e., we write PSpe, e
1q to denote that e is
ordered before e1 in the program structure).
We distinguish a set of initialization eventsWI ĎW with |WI | “
|G| which are attributed to process p1, and are used to initialize all
the global variables to some fixed values. For every initialization
write event wI and for any event e P Ei of process pi, we define
Vi “ tv1, . . . , vniu g P G l P L
x y
e : v Ð read g
e P R
x y
e : g Ð write fpv1, . . . , vniq
e P W
x y
e : acquire l
e P LA
x y
e : release l
e P LR
x
y
z
e1 : b1pv1, . . . , vni q
em : bmpv1, . . . , vniq
.
..
Figure 2: The control-flow graph CFGi is a sequential composition
of these five atomic graphs.
that PSpwI , eq (i.e., the initialization events occur before any event
of each process). Figure 3 illustrates the above definitions on the
typical bank account example.
Model semantics. A local state of a process pi is a pair si “
pxi, valiq where xi is a node of CFGi (i.e., the program counter)
and vali is a valuation on the local variables Vi. A global state of
P is a tuple s “ pval, s1, . . . , skq, where val is a valuation on the
global variables G and si is a local state of process pi. An event e
along an edge px, yq of a process pi is enabled in s if si “ px, valiq
(i.e., the program counter is on node x) and additionally,
1. if e : acquire l, then valplq “ False, and
2. if e : bjpv1, . . . , vni q, then bjpvalipv1q, . . . , valipvniqq “
True.
In words, if e acquires a lock l, then e is enabled iff l is free in s,
and if x is a branching node, then e is enabled iff it respects the
condition of the branch in s. Note that release l is always enabled,
even if the lock is free. Given a state s, we denote by enabledpsq Ď
E the set of enabled events in s, and observe that there is at most
one enabled event in each state s from each process. The execution
of an enabled event e along an edge px, yq of pi in state s “
pval, s1, . . . , skq results in a state s
1 “ pval1, s1, . . . , s
1
i, . . . , skq,
where s1i “ py, val
1
iq. That is, the program counter of pi has
progressed to y, and the valuation functions val1 and val1i have been
modified according to standard semantics, as follows:
1. e : v Ð read g then val1ipvq “ valpgq,
2. e : g Ð write fpv1, . . . , vniq then val
1pgq “
fpvalipv1q, . . . , valipvniqq,
3. e : acquire l then val1plq “ True,
4. e : release l then val1plq “ False.
Moreover, val agrees with val1 and vali agrees with val
1
i on all other
variables. We write s
e
ÝÑ s1 to denote that the execution of event e
in s results in state s1. Let SP be the finite set (since variables range
over a finite domain) of states of P . The semantics of P are defined
in terms of a transition system AP “ pSP ,∆, s
0q, where s0 is the
initial state, and ∆ Ď SP ˆ SP is the transition relation such that
ps, s1q P AP iff De P enabledpsq : s
e
ÝÑ s1
and either e is an initialization event, or the program counter of p1
has passed all initialization edges of p1. We write s
e1,...enÝÝÝÝÝÑ s1 if
there exists a sequence of states tsiu1ďiăn such that
s
e1ÝÑ s1
e2ÝÑ . . . sn´1
enÝÝÑ s1
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Method: bool withdrawpint amountq
Globals: int balance, lock l
Locals : bool success, int v
// 1. Try withdraw
1 successÐ False
2 acquireplq
3 v Ð balance
4 if v ´ amount ě 0 then
5 balanceÐ v ´ amount
6 successÐ True
7 releaseplq
8 printpsuccessq
// 2. Print balance
9 v Ð balance
10 printpvq
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
x7
e1 : acquire l
e2 : v Ð read balance
e3 : bpv, amountq
e4 : balanceÐ write fpv, amount, successq
e5 : release l
e7 :  bpv, amountq
e6 : v Ð read balance
Ei “ te1, . . . , e7u
Ri “ te2, e6u
Wi “ te4u
L
A
i “ te1u
LRi “ te5u
Figure 3: (Left): A method withdraw executed whenever some amount is to be extracted from the balance of a bank account.
(Right): Representation of withdraw in our concurrent model. The root node is x1. The program structure orders PSpe2, e4q. We have
locpe1q “ locpe5q and locpe2q “ locpe4q “ locpe7q.
The initial state s0 “ pval, s01, . . . , s
0
kq is such that the value valpgq
of each global variable g comes from the unique initialization write
event w with locpwq “ g, and for each s0i “ pxi, valiq we have
that xi “ ri (i.e., the program counter of process pi points to
the root node of CFGi). For simplicity we restrict SP to states s
that are reachable from the initial state s0 by a sequence of events
s0
e1,...,enÝÝÝÝÝÑ s. We focus our attention on state spaces SP that are
acyclic.
Architecture topologies. The architecture P induces a labeled
communication graph GP “ pVP , EP , λPq where VP “ tpiui.
There is an edge ppi, pjq if processes pi, pj accesses a common
global variable or a common lock. The label λppi, pjq is the set
of all such global variables and locks. We call P acyclic if GP
does not contain cycles. The class of acyclic architectures includes,
among others, all architectures with two processes, star architec-
tures, pipelines, tree-like and hierarchical architectures.
Notation Interpretation
P “ ppiq
k
i“1 the concurrent architecture of k processes
G,V,L the global, local and lock variables
E ,W,R,LA,
L
R,WI
the set of events, read, write, lock-acquire
lock-release and initialization events
vali, val valuations of local, global variables
enabledpsq Ď E the set of enabled events in s
s
e1,...,enÝÝÝÝÝÑ s1 sequence of events from s to s1
procpeq, locpeq the process, the global variable of event e
CFGi, PS Ď E ˆ E
the control-flow graph of process pi,
and the program structure relation
GP “ pVP , EP , λPq the communication graph of P
Table 1: Notation on the concurrent architecture.
2.2 Traces
In this section we develop various helpful definitions on traces.
Relevant notation is summarized in Table 2.
Notation on traces. A (concrete, concurrent) trace is a sequence
of events t “ e1, . . . , ej such that for all 1 ď i ă j, we have
si´1
eiÝÑ si, where si P SP and s
0 is the initial state of P . In such
a case, we write succinctly s0
t
ÝÑ si. We fix the first |G| events
e1, . . . , e|G| of each trace t to be initialization events that write the
initial values to the global variables. That is, for all 1 ď i ď |G| we
have ei P W , and hence every trace t starts with an initialization
trace tI as a prefix. Given a trace t, we denote by Eptq the set of
events that appear in t, with Rptq “ Eptq X R the read events
in t, and with Wptq “ Eptq X W the write events in t, and let
|t| “ |Eptq| be the length of t. For an event e P Eptq, we write
intpeq P N
` to denote the index of e in t. Given some ℓ P N, we
denote by trℓs the prefix of t up to position ℓ, and we say that t is an
extension of trℓs. We let enabledptq denote the set of enabled events
in the state at the end of t, and call t maximal if enabledptq “ H.
We write TP for the set of all maximal traces of P . We denote by
sptq the unique state of P such that s0
t
ÝÑ sptq, and given an event
e P Rptq YWptq, denote by valtpeq P D the value that the unique
global variable of e has in sptrintpeqsq. We call a maximal trace t
lock-free if the value of every lock variable in sptq is False (i.e., all
locks have been released at the end of t). An event e is inevitable
in a trace t if every every lock-free maximal extension of t contains
e. Given a set of events A, we denote by t|A the projection of t
on A, which is the unique subsequence of t that contains all events
of A X Eptq, and only those. A sequence of events t1 is called the
global projection of another sequence t if t1 “ t|pRYWq.
Sequential traces. Given a process pi, a sequential trace τi is
a sequence of events that correspond to a path in CFGi, starting
from the root node ri. Note that a sequential trace is only wrt
CFGi, and is not necessarily a trace of the system. The notation
on traces is extended naturally to sequential traces (e.g., Epτiq and
Rpτiq denote the events and read events of the sequential trace τi,
respectively). Given k sequential traces τ1, τ2, . . . , τk, so that each
τi is wrt pi, we denote by
τ1 ˚ τ2 ˚ . . . ˚ τk
the (possibly empty) set of all traces t such that Eptq “Ť
1ďiďk Epτiq.
Conflicting events, dependent events and happens-before rela-
tions. Two events e1, e2 P R Y W are said to conflict, written
Conflpe1, e2q if locpe1q “ locpe2q and at least one is a write
event. The events are said to be in read-write conflict if e1 P R,
e2 P W and Conflpe1, e2q. Two events e1, e2 are said to be inde-
pendent [12, 15] if
1. for each i P t1, 2u and pair of states s1, s2 such that s1
eiÝÑ s2,
we have that e3´i P enabledps1q iff e3´i P enabledps2q, and
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2. for any pair of states s1, s2 such that e1, e2 P enabledps1q, we
have that s1
e1,e2ÝÝÝÑ s2 iff s1
e2,e1ÝÝÝÑ s2,
and dependent otherwise. Following the standard approach in the
literature, we will consider two conflicting events to be always
dependent [16, Chapter 3] (e.g., two conflicting write events are
dependent, even if they write the same value). A sequence of events
t induces a happens-before relation Ñt Ď Eptq ˆ Eptq, which is
the smallest transitive relation on Eptq such that
e1Ñte2 if intpe1q ď intpe2q and e1 and e2 are dependent.
Observe that Ñt orders all pairwise conflicting events, as well as
all the events of any process.
Notation Interpretation
t, τi a trace and a sequential trace
Conflpe1, e2q conflicting events
trℓs, |t| the prefix up to index ℓ, and length of t
Eptq,Wptq,Rptq the events, write and read events of trace t
intpeq, valtpeq the index and value of event e in trace t
t|X projection of trace t on event set X
enabledptq the enabled events in the state reached by t
Ñt the happens-before relation on t
Ot the observation function of t
Table 2: Notation on traces.
2.3 Discussion and Remarks
The concurrent model we consider here is minimalistic, to allow
for a clear exposition of the ideas used in our data-centric DPOR.
Here we discuss some of the simplifications we have adopted to
keep the presentation simple.
Global variables. First, note that the location locpeq of every event
e P RYW is taken to be fixed in each CFGi. The dynamic access
of a static, global data structure g based on the value of a local
variable v (e.g., accessing the element grvs of a global array g)
can be modeled by using a different global variable gi to encode
the i-th location of g, and a sequence of branching nodes that
determine which gi should be accessed based on the value of v.
Our framework can be strengthened to allow use of global arrays
directly, and our algorithms apply straightforwardly to this richer
framework. However, this would complicate the presentation, and
is thus omitted in the theoretical exposition of the paper. A brief
discussion on how arrays are handled directly is provided in the
experimental results (Section 7), where we deal with arrays in the
benchmark programs.
Invisible computations. Each process pi is deterministic, and
the only source of nondeterminism in the executions of the sys-
tem comes from a nondeterministic scheduler that chooses an en-
abled event to be executed from a given state. The model uses the
functions f and b on events e : g Ð write fpv1, . . . , vjq and
e : bpv1, . . . , bnq respectively to collapse deterministic invisible
computations of each process, and only consider the value that f
writes on a global variable (in addition to the side-effects that f has
on local the variables of process pi). This is a standard approach in
modeling concurrent systems, as interleaving invisible events does
not change the set of reachable local states of the processes.
Locks and synchronization mechanisms. We treat lock-acquire
and lock-release events as neither read, nor write events, since
in every critical region protected by a pair of lock-acquire/lock-
release events, the lock-release will always “observe” the preceding
lock acquire. Hence lock events are independent in our model, and
their reordering will occur naturally when needed (in contrast to the
standard approach of [12]). Our approach can be extended to richer
communication (e.g., message passing) and synchronization prim-
itives (e.g. semaphores, wait-notify), which are often implemented
using some low-level locking mechanism.
Maximal lock-free traces. We also assume that in every maxi-
mal trace of the system, every lock-acquire is followed by a cor-
responding lock-release. Traces without this property are typically
considered erroneous, and some modern programming languages
even force this restriction syntactically (e.g. in C#).
3. Observation Trace Equivalence
In this section, we introduce the observation equivalence „O on
traces, upon which in the later sections we develop our data-centric
DPOR. We explore the relationship between the control-centric
Mazurkiewicz equivalence „M and the observation equivalence.
In particular, we show that „O refines „M , that is, every two
traces that are equivalent under observations are also equivalent
under reordering of independent events. We conclude by showing
that „O can be exponentially more succinct, both in the number of
processes, and the size of each process.
3.1 Mazurkiewicz and Observation Equivalence
In this section we introduce our notion of observation equivalence.
We start with the classical definition of Mazurkiewicz equivalence
and then the notion of observation functions.
Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence. Two traces t1, t2 P TP are
called Mazurkiewicz equivalent if one can be obtained from the
other by swapping adjacent, independent events. Formally, we
write „M for the Mazurkiewicz equivalence on TP , and we have
t1 „M t2 iff
1. Ept1q “ Ept2q, and
2. for every pair of events e1, e2 P Ept1q we have that e1Ñt1e2
iff e1Ñt2e2.
Observation functions. The concurrent model introduced in Sec-
tion 2.1 follows sequential consistency [24], i.e., all processes ob-
serve the same order of events, and a read event of some variable
will observe the value written by the last write event to that variable
in this order. Throughout the paper, an observation function is go-
ing to be a partial function O : R ÞÑ W . A trace t induces a total
observation function Ot : Rptq Ñ Wptq following the sequential
consistency axioms. That is, Otprq “ w iff
1. intpwq ă intprq, and
2. for all w1 P Wptq such that ConflRWpr, wq we have that
intpw
1q ă intpwq or intpw
1q ą intprq.
We say that t is compatible with an observation function O if
O Ď Ot, and that t realizes O if O “ Ot.
Observation equivalence. We define the observation equivalence
„O on the trace space TP as follows. For t1, t2 P TP we have
t1 „O t2 iff Ept1q “ Ept2q and Ot1 “ Ot2 , i.e., the two
observation functions coincide.
We start with the following crucial lemma. In words, it states that
if two traces agree on their observation functions, then they also
agree on the values seen by their common read events.
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Lemma 1. Consider two traces t1, t2 such that Ot1 Ď Ot2 . Then
(i) for all r P Ept1q we have that valt1prq “ valt2prq, and
(ii) Ept1q Ď Ept2q.
Proof. Since the processes are deterministic, it suffices to argue
about (i). The proof is by induction on the prefixes of t1. We show
inductively that for every 0 ď ℓ ď |t1|, for all r P Ept1rℓsq we
have that valt1prq “ valt2prq. The claim is true for ℓ “ 0, since in
that case t1rℓs “ ε and no read event appears in t1rℓs. Now assume
that the claim holds for all prefixes t1ris for 0 ď i ď ℓ, and let
r “ arg min
r1PEpt1qzEpt1rℓsq
int1pr
1q
be the next read in t1 and w “ Ot1prq. Let p “ procpwq, and
since p is deterministic, using the induction hypothesis we see
that valt1pwq “ valt2pwq, and since Ot2prq “ w, we have that
valt2prq “ valt2pwq “ valt1pwq “ valt1prq, as desired.
Soundness.Lemma 1 implies that in order to explore all local states
of each process, it suffices to explore all observation functions
realized by traces of P .
The Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence is control-centric, i.e., equiv-
alent traces share the same order between the dependent control
locations of the program. In contrast, the observation trace equiv-
alence is data-centric, as it is based on which write events are ob-
served by the read events of each trace. Note that two conflicting
events are dependent, and thus must be ordered in the same way by
two Mazurkiewicz-equivalent traces. We establish the formal rela-
tionship between the two equivalences in the following theorem.
Theorem 1. For any two traces t1, t2 P TP , if t1 „M t2 then
t1 „O t2.
Proof. Consider any read event r P Rpt1q and assume towards
contradiction that Ot1prq ‰ Ot2prq. Let w1 “ Ot1prq and w2 “
Ot2prq. Since t1 „M t2, we have that w1 P Ept2q and w2 P Ept1q.
Then w1Ñt1r and w2Ñt2r, and one of the following holds.
1. rÑt1w2, and since w2Ñt2r then t1 ‰„M t2, a contradiction.
2. w2Ñt1w1, and since t1 „M t2 we have that w2Ñt2w1,
and thus rÑt2w1. Since w1Ñt1r, we have t1 ‰„M t2, a
contradiction.
The desired result follows.
Example 1. Figure 4 illustrates the difference between the
Mazurkiewicz and observation trace equivalence on the example
of Figure 3. Every execution of the system starts with an initial-
ization trace tI that initializes the lock l to False, and the initial
value desposit “ 4. Consider that p1 is executed with parameter
amount “ 1 and p2 is executed with parameter amount “ 2,
(hence both withdrawals succeed). The primed events e11, e
1
2 repre-
sent the system initialization.
• (Left): The sequential trace of p1, p2.
• (Center): Trace exploration using the Mazurkiewicz equiva-
lence „M . Solid lines represent the happens-before relation
enforced by the program structure. Dashed lines represent po-
tential happens-before relations between dependent events. A
control-centric DPOR based on „M will resolve scheduling
choices by exploring all possible realizable sets of the happens-
before edges.
• (Right): Trace exploration using the observation equivalence
„O. Solid lines represent the happens-before relation enforced
by the program structure. This time, dashed lines represent
potential observation functions. Our data-centric DPOR based
on„O will resolve scheduling choices by exploring all possible
realizable sets of the observation edges.
Both methods are guaranteed to visit all local states of each pro-
cess. However, the data-centric DPOR achieves this by exploring
potentially fewer scheduling choices.
3.2 Exponential succinctness
As we have already seen in the example of Figure 1, Theorem 1
does not hold in the other direction, i.e., „O can be strictly coarser
than„M . Here we provide two simple examples in which„O is ex-
ponentially more succinct than „M . In the first example we exam-
ine a system of only two, identical processes, with n events each. In
the second example we examine a system of k processes, with only
two events each. Traditional enumerative model checking methods
of concurrent systems are based on exploring at least (usually more
than) one trace from every partition of the Mazurkiewicz equiv-
alence using POR techniques that prune away equivalent traces
(e.g. sleep sets [15], persistent sets [12], source sets and wakeup
trees [1]). Such a search is optimal if it explores at most one trace
from each class. Any optimal enumerative exploration based on
the observation equivalence is guaranteed by Theorem 1 to exam-
ine no more traces than any enumerative exploration based on the
Mazurkiewicz equivalence. The two examples show „O can offer
exponential improvements wrt two parameters: (i) the number of
processes, and (ii) the size of each process.
Example 2 (Two processes of large size). Consider the system P
of k “ 2 processes of Figure 5, and for i P t1, . . . , nu, j P t1, 2u,
denote by w
j
i (resp. r
j ) the i-th write event (resp. the read event)
of pj . In any maximal trace, there are two ways to order the read
events r1, r2, i.e., rj occurs before r3´j for the two choices of j P
t1, 2u. In any such ordering, r3´j can only observe either w3´jn´1 or
w
j
n´1, whereas there are at most n` 1 possible write events for r
j
to observe (either wjn or one of the w
3´j
i ). Hence TP{ „O has size
Opnq. In contrast, TP{ „M has size Ωp
`
2¨n
n
˘
q “ Ωp2nq, as there
are p2 ¨nq! ways to order the 2 ¨n write events of the two processes,
but n!¨n! orderings are invalid as they violate the program structure.
Hence, even for only two processes, the observation equivalence
reduces the number of partitions from exponential to linear.
Example 3 (Many processes of small size). We now turn our
attention to a system of P of k identical processes p1, . . . , pk with
two events each, in Figure 6. There is only one global variable x,
and each process performs a read and then a write to x. There are
Opkkq realizable observation functions, by choosing for each one
among k read events, one among k write events it can observe.
Hence TP{ „O has size Opk
kq. In contrast, the size of TP{ „M
is Ωppk!q2q. This holds as there are k! ways to order the k write
events, and for each such permutation there k! ways to assign each
of the k read events to the write event that it observes. To see this
second part, let w1, . . . , wk be any permutation of the write events,
and let ri be the read event in the same process as wi. Then ri
can be placed right after any wj with i ď j, since wi must happen
before ri, as forced by the program structure. Observe that TP{ „O
is exponentially more succinct than TP{ „M , as
Ωppk!q2q
Opkkq
“ Ω
¨
˝
śk
i“1 i ¨ r
k
i
s
kk
¨
k´1ź
i“r k
2
s`1
i
˛
‚“ Ωp2kq.
3.3 Solution Overview
Traditional DPOR algorithms exploit the Mazurkiewicz equiva-
lence, and use various techniques such as persistent sets and sleep
sets to explore each Mazurkiewicz class by few representative
traces. Our goal is to develop an analogous DPOR that utilizes the
observation equivalence, which by Theorem 1 is more succinct. In
high level, our approach consists of the following steps.
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x1
x2
x3
x4
x6
x5
x7
e1 : acquire l
e2 : v Ð read balance
e3 : bpv, amountq
e4 : balanceÐ write fpv, amount, successq
e5 : release l
e6 : v Ð read balance
p1
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
p2
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
Mazurkiewizc-based
e1
2
: balanceÐ 4
e1
1
: release l
p1
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
p2
e1
e2
e3
e4
e5
e6
Observation-based
e1
2
: balanceÐ 4
e1
1
: release l
Figure 4: Trace exploration on the system of Figure 3 with two processes, where initially balanceÐ 4 and both withdrawals succeed.
Process p1 :
1. write x
2. write x
. . .
n` 1. read x
Process p2 :
1. write x
2. write x
. . .
n` 1. read x
Figure 5: An architecture of two processes with n` 1 events each.
Process p1 :
1. write x
2. read x
. . . Process pk :
1. write x
2. read x
Figure 6: An architecture of k processes with two events each.
1. In Section 4 we introduce the concept of annotations. An an-
notation is a function from read to write events, and serves as
an intended observation function. Given an annotation, the goal
is to obtain a trace whose observation function coincides with
the annotation. We restrict our attention to a certain class of
well-formed annotations, and show that although the problem
is NP-complete in general, it admits a polynomial time (in fact,
cubic in the size of the trace) solution in acyclic architectures.
2. In Section 5 we present our data-centric DPOR. Section 5.1 in-
troduces the notion of causal past cones in a trace. The concept
is similar to Lamport’s happens-before relation [23], and is used
to identify past events that may causally affect a current event in
a trace. We note that this concept is different from the happens-
before relation used in the Mazurkiewicz equivalence. We use
the notions of annotations and causal cones to develop our algo-
rithm, and prove its correctness and optimality (in Section 5.2).
3. In Section 6 we extend our algorithm to cyclic architectures.
Several technical proofs are relegated to Appendix A. Table 1 and
Table 2 summarize relevant notation in the proofs.
4. Annotations
In this section we introduce the notion of annotations, which are in-
tended constraints on the observation functions that traces discov-
ered by our data-centric DPOR (DC-DPOR) are required to meet.
Annotations. An annotation pair A “ pA`,A´q is a pair of
1. a positive annotation A` : R ÞÑW , and
2. a negative annotation A´ : R ÞÑ 2W
such that for all read events r, if A`prq “ w, then we have
ConflRWpr,wq and it is not the case that PSpr, wq. We will use
annotations to guide the recursive calls of DC-DPOR towards
traces that belong to different equivalence classes than the ones
explored already, or will be explored by other branches of the
algorithm. A positive annotation A` forces DC-DPOR to explore
traces that are compatible with A` (or abort the search if no such
trace can be generated). Since a positive annotation is an “intended”
observation function, we say that a trace t realizes A` if Ot “
A`, in which case A` is called realizable. A negative annotation
A´ prevents DC-DPOR from exploring traces t in which a read
event observes a write event that belongs to its negative annotation
set (i.e., Otprq P A
´prq). In the remaining section we focus
on positive annotations, and the problem of deciding whether a
positive annotation is realizable.
The value function valA` . Given a positive annotation A
`, we
define the relationăA`Ď imgpA
`qˆdompA`q such thatw ăA` r
iff pr,wq P A`. The positive annotationA` is acyclic if the relation
PSY ăA` is a strict partial order (i.e., it contains no cycles). The
value function valA` : dompA
`q Y imgpA`q Ñ D of an acyclic
positive annotation A` is the unique function defined inductively,
as follows.
1. For each w P imgpA`q of the form w : g Ð
write fpv1, . . . , vniq, we have valA`pwq “ fpα1, . . . , αniq,
where for each αj we have
(a) αj “ valA`prq if there exists a read event r P dompA
`q
such that (i) r is of the form r : vj Ð read g
1 and
(ii) PSpr,wq and (iii) there exists no other r1 P dompA`q
with PSpr, r1q and which satisfies conditions (i) and (ii).
(b) αj equals the initial value of vi otherwise.
2. For each r P dompA`q we have valA`prq “ valA` pA
`prqq.
Note that valA` is well-defined, as for any read event r that is used
to define the value of a write event w we have PSpr, wq, and thus
by the acyclicity of A`, valA`prq does not depend on valA`pwq.
Remark 1. If A` is realizable then it is acyclic, and for any trace
t that realizes A` we have that valt “ valA` .
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Well-formed annotations and basis of annotations. A positive
annotation A` is called well-formed if it is acyclic, and there exist
sequential traces pτiqi, one for each process pi, such that each τi
ends in a global event, the following conditions hold.
1. (a) for every lock-acquire event ea P Epτiq there exists a lock-
release event er P Eptq such that locpeaq “ locperq and
inτipeaq ă inτ perq, and
(b) for every pair of lock-acquire events e1a, e
2
a P Epτiq X L
A
such that inτipe
1
aq ă inτipe
2
aq and locpe
1
aq “ locpe
2
aq there
exists a lock release event er P Epτiq X L
R such that
inτipe
1
aq ă inτiperq ă inτipe
2
aq and locperq “ locpe
1
aq “
locpe2aq.
2.
Ť
i
Rpτiq “ dompA
`q and
Ť
i
Wpτiq Ď imgpA
`q, i.e., pτiqi
contains precisely the read events of A` and a superset of the
write events.
3. Each τi corresponds to a deterministic computation of process
pi, where the value of every global event e during the computa-
tion is taken to be valA`peq.
The sequential traces pτiqi are called a basis of A
` if every τi
is minimal. The following lemma establishes properties of well-
formedness and basis.
Lemma 2. LetX “ dompA`qX imgpA`q be the set of events that
appear in a positive annotation A`, and Xi “ X X Ei the subset
of events of X from process pi. The following assertions hold:
1. If A` is well-formed, then it has a unique basis pτiqi.
2. Computing the basis of A` (or concluding that A` is not well-
formed) can be done in Opnq time, where n “
ř
i
p|τi|q if A
`
is well-formed, otherwise n “
ř
i
ℓi, where ℓi is the length of
the longest path from the root ri of CFGi to an event e P Xi.
3. For every trace t that realizes A` we have that A` is well-
formed and t P τ1 ˚ . . . ˚ τk.
4.1 The Hardness of Realizing Positive Annotations
A core step in our data-centric DPOR algorithm is constructing a
trace that realizes a positive annotation. That is, given a positive
annotation A`, the goal is to obtain a trace t (if one exists) such
that Ot “ A
`, i.e., t contains precisely the read events of A`,
and every read event in t observes the write event specified by A`.
Here, we show that the problem is NP-complete in the general case.
Membership in NP is trivial, since, given a trace t, it is straightfor-
ward to verify that Ot “ A
` in Op|t|q time. Hence our focus will
be on establishing NP-hardness. For doing so, we introduce a new
graph problem, namely ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION, which is
closely related to the problem of realizing a positive annotation un-
der sequential consistency semantics. We first show that ACYCLIC
EDGE ADDITION is NP-hard, and afterwards that the problem is
polynomial-time reducible to realizing a positive annotation.
The problem ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION. The input to the
problem is a pair pG,Hq where G “ pV,Eq is a directed acyclic
graph, and H “ tpxi, yi, ziqui is a set of triplets of distinct nodes
such that
1. xi, yi, zi P V , pyi, ziq P E and pxi, yiq, pzi, xiq R E, and
2. each node xi and yi appears only once inH .
An edge addition set X “ teiu
|H|
i“1 for pG,Hq is a set of edges
ei P E such that for each ei we have either ei “ pxi, yiq or
ei “ pzi, xiq. The problem ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION asks
whether there exists an edge addition set X for pG,Hq such that
the graph GX “ pV,E YXq remains acyclic.
Lemma 3. ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION is NP-hard.
wC
1
rC
1
wC
2
rC
2
wC
3
rC
3
wD
1
rD
1
wD
4
rD
4
wD
5
rD
5
w1
1
w1
2
w1
3
w1
4
w1
5
φ “ px1 _ x2 _ x3ql jh n
C
^px1 _ x4 _ x5ql jh n
D
Figure 7: The reduction of 3SAT over φ to ACYCLIC EDGE
ADDITION over pG,Hq. The nodes and solid edges represent the
graph G, whereas the dashed edges represent the triplets inH .
Sketch. The proof is by reduction from MONOTONE ONE-IN-
THREE SAT [14, LO4]. In MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE SAT,
the input is a propositional 3CNF formula φ in which every literal is
positive, and the goal is to decide whether there exists a satisfying
assignment for φ that assigns exactly one literal per clause to True.
The reduction proceeds as follows. In the following, we let C
and D range over the clauses and xi over the variables of φ. We
assume w.l.o.g. that no variable repeats in the same clause. For
every variable xi, we introduce a node w
1
i P V . For every clause
C “ pxC1 _xC2 _xC3q, we introduce a pair of nodes w
C
Cj
, rCCj P
V and an edge pwCCj , r
C
Cj
q P E, where j P t1, 2, 3u. Additionally,
we introduce an edge pwCCj , w
1
Cl
q P E for every pair j, l P t1, 2, 3u
such that j ‰ l, and an edge pw1Cj , r
C
Cl
q for each j P t1, 2, 3u,
where l “ pj ` 1q mod 3 ` 1. Finally, for every pair of clauses
C,D and l1, l2 P t1, 2, 3u such that Cl1 “ Dl2 “ ℓ (i.e., C and
D share the same variable xℓ in positions l1 and l2), we add edges
pwCℓ , r
D
ℓ q, pw
D
ℓ , r
C
ℓ q P E. The set H consists of triplets of nodes
pw1Cj , w
C
Cj
, rCCj q for every clause C and j P t1, 2, 3u. Figure 7
illustrates the construction. The detailed proof is in Appendix A.
From ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION to annotations. Finally,
we argue that ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION is polynomial-time
reducible to realizing a positive annotation. Given an instance
pG,Hq of ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION, with G “ pV,Eq, we
construct an architecture P of k “ 2 ¨ |H | processes ppiqi, and a
positive annotation A`. We assume, wlog, that the set of nodes V
is precisely the set of nodes that appear in the triplets ofH . Indeed,
any other nodes can be removed while maintaining the connectivity
between the nodes in the triplets ofH , and any edge addition setX
solves the problem in the original graph iff it does so in the reduced
graph. The construction proceeds in two steps.
1. For every triplet pxi, yi, ziq P H , we create two eventswi PW ,
ri P R in pi such that PSpwi, riq, and an event w
1
i in process
p|H|`i. For all three events we set locpriq “ locpwiq “
locpw1iq “ gi, where gi P G is some fresh global variable of
P . Finally, we introduce pri, wiq P A
`. Given a node u, let
epuq denote the event associated with u.
2. For every edge pu, vqwe introduce a new global variable g P G,
and two events wu,v P W , ru,v P R such that locpwu,vq “
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locpru,vq “ g. We make wu,v an event of the same process
as epuq, and ru,v an event of the same process as epvq, and
additionally PSpepuq, wu,vq and PSpru,v, epvqq. Finally, we
introduce pru,v, wu,vq P A
`.
Observe that the above construction is linear in the size of pG,Hq.
We refer to Appendix A for the formal proof of the reduction.
4.2 Realizing Positive Annotations in Acyclic Architectures
We now turn our attention to a tractable fragment of the positive
annotation problem. Here we show that if P is an acyclic architec-
ture, then the problem admits a polynomial-time solution (in fact,
cubic in the size of the constructed trace).
Procedure Realize. Let P be an acyclic architecture, and A` a
positive annotation over P . We describe a procedure RealizepA`q
which returns a trace t that realizes A`, orK ifA` is not realizable.
The procedure works in two phases. In the first phase, RealizepA`q
uses Lemma 2 to extract a basis pτiqi of A
`. In the second phase,
RealizepA`q determines whether the events of
Ť
i
Epτiq can be
linearized in a trace t such that Ot “ A
`. Informally, the sec-
ond phase consists of constructing a 2SAT instance over variables
xe1,e2 , where e1, e2 P
Ť
i
Epτiq. Setting xe1,e2 to True corre-
sponds to making e1 happen before e2 in the witness trace t. The
clauses of the 2SAT instance capture four properties that each such
ordering needs to meet, namely that
1. the resulting assignment produces a total order (totality, anti-
symmetry and transitivity) between all of the events that appear
in adjacent processes in the communication graph GP ,
2. the produced total order respects the positive annotation, i.e.,
every write event w1 that conflicts with an annotated read/write
pair pr,wq P A` must either happen before w or after r,
3. the produced total order respects the lock semantics, i.e., be-
tween every two lock-acquire events on the same lock there
must be a lock-release event, and
4. the produced total order respects the partial order induced by
the program structure PS and the positive annotation A`.
The formal description of the second phase is given in Algorithm 1.
Lemma 4. Given a well-formed positive annotation A` over a
basis pτiqi, Realize constructs a trace t that realizes A
` (or con-
cludes that A` is not realizable) and requires Opn3q time, where
n “
ř
i
|τi|.
Proof. We present the correctness proof and complexity analysis.
Corrctness. We first argue about correctness.
1. If Realize returns a sequence of events t (Line 30) then clearly
t is a trace since t respects the program structure PS (Line 24)
and the lock semantics (Line 21). Additionally, t realizes A`,
as the sequential consistency axioms are satisfied because of
Line 18 and Line 24.
2. If A` is realizable by a trace t, then t is a linearization of
E˚, thus for every pair of distinct conflicting events pe1, e2q P
E˚ we have intpe1q ă intpe2q (Line 24). By the sequential
consistency axioms, for every pair pr,wq P A` and w1 ‰ w
with Conflpr, w1q we have either intpw
1q ă intpwq or intprq ă
intpw
1q (Line 18). Additionally, for every lock-acquire event ea
appearing in t, no other lock-acquire event e1a that conflicts with
ea appears in t before a lock-release event er such that ppeaq “
pperq appears in t (Line 21). Finally, since t induces a total
order on V , it is clearly transitive (Line 10) and antisymmetric
(Line 7). Hence the set of 2SAT clauses C is satisfiable. It
suffices to argue that G1 “ pV 1, E1q (Line 29) is acyclic, as
Algorithm 1: RealizepA`q
Input: A positive annotation A` with basis pτiqi
Output: A trace t that realizes A` or K if A` is not realizable
1 Construct a directed graph G “ pV, Eq where
2 - V “
Ť
i Epτiq, and
3 - E “ tpe1, e2q : pe2, e1q P A` or PSpe1, e2qu
4 G˚ “ pV, E˚q Ð the transitive closure of G
// A set C of 2SAT clauses over variables VC
5 C ÐH
6 VC Ð txe1,e2 : e1, e2 P V and e1 ‰ e2 and either procpe1q “
procpe2q or pprocpe1q, procpe2qq P EPu
// 1. Antisymmetry clauses
7 foreach xe1,e2 P VC do
8 C Ð C Y tpxe1,e2 ñ  xe2,e1 q, p xe2,e1 ñ xe1,e2qu
9 end
// 2. Transitivity clauses
10 foreach xe1,e2 P VC do
11 foreach pe2, e3q P E˚ do
12 C Ð C Y tpxe1,e2 ñ xe1,e3 qu
13 end
14 foreach pe3, e1q P E˚ do
15 C Ð C Y tpxe1,e2 ñ xe3,e2 qu
16 end
17 end
// 3. Annotation clauses
18 foreach pr, wq P A` and w1 P V XW s.t. ConflRWpr, w1q do
19 C Ð C Y tpxw1,r ñ xw1,wq, pxw,w1 ñ xr,w1 qu
20 end
// 4. Lock clauses
21 foreach ea, e
1
a P V X L
A and er P V X LR s.t.
locpeaq “ locpe1aq and locpeaq “ locperq and PSpea, erq and
Ee2a P V X L
A s.t. locpe2aq “ locperq and PSpe
2
a, erq do
22 C Ð C Y tpxe1a,er ñ xe1a,ea q, pxea,e1a ñ xer,e1a qu
23 end
// 5. Fact clauses
24 foreach pe1, e2q P E˚ do
25 C Ð C Y tpxe1,e2 qu
26 end
27 Compute a satisfying assignment f : VC Ñ tFalse,Trueu|VC | of the
2SAT over C, or return K if C is unsatisfiable
28 E1 Ð E Y tpe1, e2q : fpxe1,e2 q “ Trueu
29 Let G1 “ pV, E1q
30 return a trace t by topologically sorting the vertices of G1
then any topological order of G1 will satisfy the sequential
consistency axioms (Line 18). Assume towards contradiction
otherwise. If G˚ has a cycle, then A` is not realizable, as
t must linearize E˚. Hence G˚ must be acyclic, Thus, any
cycle C in G1 traverses an edge pe1, e2q P E
1zE˚, hence
fpxe1,e2q “ True. We distinguish the following cases.
(a) If there exists a cycle C which traverses a single edge
pe1, e2q P E
1zE˚, then pe2, e1q P E
˚, and fpxe2,e1q “
True (Line 24), and thus fpxe1,e2q “ False (Line 7), a
contradiction.
(b) Otherwise, let C be a simple cycle in G˚ that traverses the
fewest number of edges in E1zE˚, and C must traverse
at least two edges pe1, e2q, pe3, e4q P E
1zE˚. Observe
that procpe1q ‰ procpe2q and procpe3q ‰ procpe4q as
otherwise we would have pe2, e1q P E
˚ or pe4, e3q P
E˚, and there would exist a cycle that traverses a single
edge from E1zE˚ (namely, e1 Ñ e2 Ñ e1 or e3 Ñ
e4 Ñ e3). Since P is acyclic, by construction (Line 6)
|tprocpe1q, procpe2q, procpe3q, procpe4qu| “ 2, i.e., there
exist two processes pi, pj such that
e1 P Ei and e2 P Ej and e3, e4 P EiYEj and e3, e4 R EiXEj
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Then C traverses an edge pe13, e
1
4q such that either e
1
3 “ e1
orPSpe13, e1q, and either e2 “ e
1
4 or PSpe2, e
1
4q. In all cases,
we have pe13, e1q, pe2, e
1
4q P E
˚. Since pe13, e
1
4q P E
1 we
have fpxe1
3
,e1
4
q “ True, and by transitivity (Line 10), we
have that fpxe2,e1q “ True, a contradiction.
Complexity. The transitive closure requires Opn3q time, since
|V | “ n. The set VC (Line 6) has Opn
2q variables and each of
the loops for constructing clauses iterates over triplets of nodes,
hence the 2SAT instance is constructed in Opn3q time [5]. Com-
puting a satisfying assignment for C (or concluding that none ex-
ists) requires linear time in |C|, hence this step costsOpn3q. Finally,
constructing G1 and computing a topological sorting of its vertices
requires Opn2q time in total. The desired result follows.
We conclude the results of this section with the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Consider any architecture P “ ppqi and let A
` be
any well-formed positive annotation over a basis pτ qi. Deciding
whether A` is realizable is NP-complete. If P is acyclic, the prob-
lem can be solved in Opn3q time, where n “
ř
i
|τi|.
5. Data-centric Dynamic Partial Order Reduction
In this section we develop our data-centric DPOR algorithm called
DC-DPOR and prove its correctness and compactness, namely that
that the algorithm explores each observation equivalence class of
TP once. We start with the notion of causal past cones, which will
help in proving the properties of our algorithm.
5.1 Causal Cones
Intuitively, the causal past cone of an event e appearing in a trace t
is the set of events that precede e in t and may be responsible for
enabling e in t.
Causal cones. Given a trace t and some event e P Eptq, the causal
past cone Pasttpeq of e in t is the smallest set that contains the
following events:
1. if there is an event e1 P Eptqwith PSpe1, eq, then e1 P Pasttpeq,
2. if e1 P Pasttpeq, for every event e2 P Eptq such that
PSpe2, e1q, we have that e2 P Pasttpeq, and
3. if there exists a read r P Pasttpeq XR, we have that Otprq P
Pasttpeq.
In words, the causal past cone of e in t is the set of events e1
that precede e in t and may causally affect the enabling of e in
t. Note that for every event e1 P Pasttpeq we have that e
1Ñte, i.e.,
every event in the causal past cone of e also happens before e in t.
However, the inverse is not true in general, as e.g. for some read r
we have OtprqÑtr but possibly Otprq R Pasttprq.
Remark 2. If e1 P Pasttpeq, then e
1Ñte and Pasttpe
1q Ď
Pasttpeq.
The following lemma states the main property of causal past cones
used throughout the paper. Intuitively, if the causal past of an event
e in some t1 also appears in another trace t2, and the read events in
the causal past observe the same write events, then e is inevitable
in t2, i.e., every maximal extension of t2 will contain e.
Lemma 5. Consider two traces t1, t2 and an event e P Ept1q
such that for every read r P Pastt1peq we have r P Ept2q and
Ot1prq “ Ot2prq. Then e is inevitable in t2.
Proof. We argue that every event e1 P Pastt1peqYteu is inevitable
in t2. Let t
1
2 be any lock-free maximal extension of t2. Assume
towards contradiction that pPastt1peq Y teuqzEpt
1
2q ‰ H, and let
em “ arg min
e1PpPastt1 peqYteuqzEpt
1
2
q
int1pe
1q
be the first such event in t1, and let piprocpemq of em. By Re-
mark 2, for every event e1 P Pastt1pemq we have e
1 P Pastt1peq,
and since int1pe
1q ă int1pemq, we have e
1 P Ept12q. Let px, yq be
the edge of CFGi labeled with em. Since e
1 P Ept12q, the program
counter of pi becomes x at some point in t
1
2. We examine the num-
ber of outgoing edges from node x.
1. If x has one outgoing edge, we distinguish whether em is a
lock-acquire event or not.
(a) If em is not a lock-acquire event, then em is always enabled
after e1 in t12, hence t
1
2 is not maximal, a contradiction.
(b) If em : acquire l, since t
1
2 is a lock-free trace, l is released
in spt12q, hence em P enabledpt
1
2q and t
1
2 is not maximal, a
contradiction.
2. If x has at least two outgoing edges then it is either em : v
or em : bjpv1, . . . , vniq, where vi P Vi are local variables of
pi. Since for every read r P Pastt1pemq we have r P Ept2q
and Ot1prq “ Ot2prq, by Remark 2, the same holds for reads
r P Pastt1pemq, i.e., for every read r P Pastt1pemq we have
r P Ept2q and Ot1prq “ Ot2prq. By Lemma 1, we have
valt1prq “ valt2prq for every such read r, and since pi is
deterministic, the value of v on x is a function of those reads,
and thus each vi has the same value when the program counter
of pi reaches node x in t1 and t
1
2. Since em appears in t1,
em is always enabled after e
1 in t12, hence t
1
2 is not maximal,
a contradiction.
The desired result follows.
5.2 Data-centric Dynamic Partial Order Reduction
AlgorithmDC-DPOR.We now present our data-centric DPOR al-
gorithm. The algorithm receives as input a maximal trace t and an-
notation pair A “ pA`,A´q, where t is compatible with A`. The
algorithm scans t to detect conflicting read-write pairs of events
that are not annotated, i.e, a read even r P Rptq and a write
event w P Wptq such that r R dompA`q and ConflRWpr, wq.
If w R A´prq, then DC-DPOR will try to mutate r to w, i.e., the
algorithm will push pr, wq in the positive annotation A` and call
Realize to obtain a trace that realizes the new positive annotation.
If the recursive call succeeds, then the algorithm will push w to
the negative annotation of r, i.e., will insert w to A´prq. This will
prevent recursive calls from pushing pr,wq into their positive an-
notation. Algorithm 2 provides a formal description of DC-DPOR.
Initially DC-DPOR is executed on input pt,Aq where t “ ε is an
empty trace, and A “ pH,Hq is a pair of empty annotations.
We say that DC-DPOR explores a class of TP{ „O when it is
called on some annotation input A “ pA`,A´q, where A` is real-
ized by some (and hence, every) trace in that class. The represen-
tative trace is then the trace t1 returned by Realize. The following
two lemmas show the optimality of DC-DPOR, namely that the al-
gorithm explores every such class at most once (compactness) and
at least once (completeness). They both rely on the use of annota-
tions, and the correctness of the procedure Realize (Lemma 4). We
first state the compactness property, which follows by the use of
negative annotations.
Lemma 6 (Compactness). Consider any two executions of
DC-DPOR on inputs pt1,A1q and pt2,A2q. Then A
`
1
‰ A`
2
.
We now turn our attention to completeness, namely that every
realizable observation function is realized by a trace explored by
DC-DPOR. The proof shows inductively that if t is a trace that
realizes an observation function O, then DC-DPOR will explore
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Algorithm 2: DC-DPORpt,Aq
Input: A maximal trace t, an annotation pair A “ pA`,A´q
// Iterate over reads not yet mutated
1 foreach r P EptqzdompA`q in increasing index intprq do
// Find conflicting writes allowed by A´
2 foreach w P Eptq s.t. Conflpr, wq and w R A´prq do
3 A`r,w Ð A` Y tpr, wqu
// Attempt mutation and update A´
4 Let t1 Ð RealizepA`r,wq
5 if t1 ‰ K then
6 t2 Ð a maximal extension of t1
7 A´prq Ð A´prq Y twu
8 Ar,w Ð pA`r,w,A´q
9 Call DC-DPORpt2,Ar,wq
10 end
11 end
a trace ti that agrees with t on the first few read events. The,
Lemma 5 guarantees that the first read event r on which the two
traces disagree appears in ti, and so does the write event w that
r observes in O. Hence DC-DPOR either will mutate r Ñ w (if
w R A´prq), or it has already done so in some earlier steps of the
recursion (if w P A´prq).
Lemma 7 (Completeness). For every realizable observation func-
tion O, DC-DPOR generates a trace t that realizes O.
See Section 2 for the formal proofs. We thus arrive to the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. Consider a concurrent acyclic architecture P of
processes on an acyclic state space, and n “ maxtPTP |t|
the maximum length of a trace of P . The algorithm DC-DPOR
explores each class of TP{ „O exactly once, and requires
O
`
|TP{ „O | ¨ n
5
˘
time.
We note that our main goal is to explore the exponentially large
TP{ „O by spending polynomial time in each class. The n
5 factor
in the bound comes from a crude complexity analysis (also see Sec-
tion 7 for some optimizations over this n5 bound).
6. Beyond Acyclic Architectures
In the current section we turn our attention to cyclic architectures.
Recall that according to Theorem 2, procedure Realize is guaran-
teed to find a trace that realizes a positive annotation A`, provided
that the underlying architecture is acyclic.
Architecture acyclic reduction. Consider a cyclic architec-
ture P , and the corresponding communication graph GP “
pVP , EP , λPq. We call a set of edges X Ď EP an all-but-two
cycle set of GP if every cycle of GP contains at most two edges
outside of X . Given an all-but-two cycle set, X Ď EP we con-
struct a second architecture PX , called the acyclic reduction of P
over X , by means of the following process.
1. Let Y “
Ť
ppi,pjqPX
λPppi, pjq be the set of variables that ap-
pear in the removed edges X . We introduce a set of observable
locks LO in PX such that we have exactly one observable lock
lg P L
O for each variable g P Y . For every lock-acquire event
ea with locpeaq P L
O we have ea P R. Similarly, for every
lock-release event er with locperq P L
O we have er PW . That
is, lock-acquire and lock-release events on observable locks are
read and write events, respectively (in contrast with the tradi-
tional locks which are neither write nor read events).
2. For every process pi, every write event w P Wi with locpwq P
Y is surrounded by an acquire/release pair on the observable
lock variable llocpwq. Similarly, every lock-acquire event e P L
A
with locpeq P Y is surrounded by an acquire/release pair on the
observable lock variable llocpeq.
Observation equivalence refined by an edge set. Consider a
cyclic architecture P and X an edge set of the underlying com-
munication graph GP . We define a new equivalence on the trace
space TP as follows. Two traces t1, t2 P TP are observationally
equivalent refined byX , denoted by „XO , if the following hold:
1. t1 „O t2, and
2. for every edge ppi, pjq P X , for every pair of distinct write
events w1, w2 P Wpt1q X pWi Y Wjq with locpw1q “
locpw2q “ g and g P λPppi, pjq, we have that int1pw1q ă
int1pw2q iff int2pw1q ă int2pw2q
Clearly, „XO refines the observation equivalence „O. The follow-
ing lemma captures that the Mazurkiewicz equivalence refines the
observation equivalence refined by an edge setX .
Lemma 8. For any two traces t1, t2 P TP , if t1 „M t2 then
t1 „
X
O t2.
Exponential succinctness. Similar to„O, we present examples (in
Appendix A.3) of cyclic architectures where the equivalence „XO is
exponentially more succinct than„M , since in general it considers
fewer reorderings of events that access variables of the edges of
EPzX , than the Mazurkiewicz reorderings on those events.
Data-centric DPOR on a cyclic architecture. We are now ready
to outline the steps of the data-centric DPOR algorithm on a cyclic
architecture P , called DC-DPOR-Cyclic. First, we determine an
all-but-two cycle set X of the underlying communication graph
GP “ pVP , EP , λPq, and construct the acyclic reduction P
X of P
over X . Then, we execute DC-DPOR on PX , with the following
two modifications on the procedure Realize.
1. After the transitive closure graph G˚ has been computed
(Line 4), if G˚ contains a cycle, or there exists a pair pr, wq P
A` and a w1 P V X W with ConflRWpr,w1q and such that
pw,w1q P E˚ and pw1, rq P E˚, the procedure returns K.
2. In Line 6 we use the edge setEPX zX . Hence for every variable
xe1,e2 used in the 2SAT reduction, we have either procpe1q “
procpe2q or pprocpe1q, procpe2qq P EPX zX .
We arrive to the following theorem. We refer to Appendix A for the
formal proofs of correctness and complexity.
Theorem 4. Consider a concurrent architecture P of processes on
an acyclic state space, and n “ maxtPTP |t| the maximum length
of a trace of P . Let X be an all-but-two cycle set of the communi-
cation graph GP . The algorithm DC-DPOR-Cyclic explores each
class of TP{ „
X
O exactly once, and requires O
`
|TP{ „
X
O | ¨ n
5
˘
time.
7. Experiments
We report on a basic experimental evaluation of our data-centric
DPOR, and compare it to the standard DPOR of [12].
Experimental setup.We have implemented our DC-DPOR algo-
rithm in Python, and evaluate its performance on a set of academic
benchmarks (the details of the benchmarks can be found in Ap-
pendix B). Our basis for comparison is also a Python implementa-
tion of [12, Figure 4]. All benchmarks are straightforwardly trans-
lated to our model syntax. The experiments were run on a standard
desktop computer with 3.5GHz CPU.
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Handling static arrays. The challenge in handling arrays (and
other data structures) lies in the difficulty of determining whether
two global events access the same location of the array (and thus
are in conflict) or not. Indeed, this is not evident from the CFG
of each process, but depends on the values of indexing variables
(e.g. the value of local variable i in an access to tableris). DPOR
methods offer increased precision, as during the exploration of the
trace space, backtracking points are computed dynamically, given
a trace, where the value of indexing variables is known. In our
case, the value of indexing variables is also needed when proce-
dure Realize is invoked to construct a trace which realizes a posi-
tive annotation A`. Observe that the values of all such variables are
determined by the value function valA` , and thus in every sequen-
tial trace τi of the basis pτiqi of A
` these values are also known. In
our Eratosthenes benchmark, arrays are thus handled this way.
Optimizations. Since our focus is on demonstrating a new, data-
centric principle of DPOR, we focused on a basic implementation
and avoided engineering optimizations. We outline two straightfor-
ward algorithmic optimizations which were simple and useful.
1. (Burst mutations). Instead of performing one mutation at a
time, the algorithm performs a sequence of several mutations
at once. In particular, given a trace t, any time we want to add a
pair pr, wq to the positive annotation, we also add pr1,Otpr
1qq,
where r1 P Pasttprq Y Pasttpwq ranges over all read events in
the causal past of r and w in t. This makes the recursion tree
shallower, as now we do not need to apply any mutation pr, wq,
where w “ Otprq, individually.
2. (Cycle detection). As a preprocessing step, before executing
procedure Realize on some positive annotation A` input, we
test whether the graph G (in Line 1) already contains a cycle.
The existence of a cycle is a proof that A` is not realizable, and
requires linear instead of cubic time, as the graph is sparse.
Results. We report the results of our evaluation in Table 3. Each
section of the table starts with the benchmark name, the parameter
that was used in order to obtain the results for the specific bench-
mark (e.g., number loop iterations, number of threads) and the time
bound that was used for timeouts. We varied the timeout bound in
order to obtain enough points for a comparison. Timeout cases are
reported with “-”. The first column of the table reports the param-
eter values that were used to obtain the respective row. The values
of the corresponding table columns were calculated as follows.
1. | „M | reports an underapproximation of number of
Mazurkiewicz classes, wrt not necessarily maximal traces. See
Appendix B.1 for details on this underapproximation.
2. DC-DPOR (# A`) reports the number of positive annotations
(i.e., observation classes, not necessarily maximal) explored by
DC-DPOR.
3. DPOR (s) and DC-DPOR (s) report the running time (in sec-
onds) of the corresponding method.
We see that running times scale better in our DC-DPOR than the
standard DPOR. Additionally, the number of observation classes
examined by DC-DPOR scales better than (the underapproximation
of ) | „M |.
8. Related Work
The analysis of concurrent programs is a major challenge in pro-
gram analysis and verification, and has been a subject of extensive
study [6, 8, 10, 11, 22, 26, 33]. The hardness of reproducing bugs by
testing, due to scheduling non-determinism, makes model check-
ing a very relevant approach [3, 4, 9, 13, 17, 30], and in particular
stateless model checking to combat the state-space explosion. To
combat the exponential number of interleaving explosion faced by
the early model checking [16], several reduction techniques have
# | „M | DC-DPOR (# A
`) DPOR (s) DC-DPOR (s)
(2 Processes) Alternate write-read pnq TO “ 5h
(4) 8335 1107 19 5
(5) 87260 8953 327 63
(6) 931090 73789 5514 790
(7) - 616227 - 10015
(k Processes) Pipeline pkq TO “ 4h
(9) 163840 6561 816 43
(10) 655360 19683 3170 156
(11) 2621440 59049 14561 544
(12) - 177147 - 1893
(13) - 531441 - 6520
(2 Processes) Commits pcq TO “ 6h
(2) 1060 293 10.7 1.8
(3) 77830 16401 1977 216
(4) - 1008755 - 23768
(2 Processes) Eratosthenes pNq TO “ 12h
(5) 995 305 550 8
(6) 3980 1045 6697 26
(7) 6720 2840 34849 173
(8) - 4333 - 444
(2 Processes) Peterson pc, aq TO “ 5h
(1,2) 145 90 7 0.6
(1,3) 275 222 32 2
(2,1) 2795 1499 1096 18
(2,2) - 26110 - 649
(2,3) - 155419 - 7240
(3,1) - 117916 - 3593
(2 Processes) KeyRotation pcq TO “ 4h
(2) 570 181 6 0.9
(3) 18620 5503 1757 65
(4) - 176503 - 4291
Table 3: Experimental evaluation and comparison to [12].
been proposed such as POR and context bounding [30, 32]. Sev-
eral POR methods, based on persistent set [7, 7, 15, 39] and sleep
set techniques [16], have been explored. DPOR [12] presents on-
the-fly construction of persistent sets, and several variants and im-
provements have been considered [25, 35–38]. In [1], source sets
and wakeup trees techniques were developed to make DPOR opti-
mal, in the sense that the enumerative procedures explores exactly
one representative from each Mazurkiewicz class. Other impor-
tant works include normal form representation of concurrent exe-
cutions [20] using SAT or SMT-solvers; or using unfoldings for op-
timal reduction in number of interleavings [19, 29, 34]. Techniques
for transition-based POR for message passing programs have also
been considered [15, 18, 21], and some works extend POR to re-
laxed memory models [2, 40].
9. Conclusions
We introduce the new observation equivalence on traces that re-
fines the Mazurkiewicz equivalence and can event be exponentially
more succinct. We develop an optimal, data-centric DPOR algo-
rithm for acyclic architectures based on this new equivalence, and
also extend a finer version of it to cyclic architectures. Our exper-
imental results show significant improvement on academic exam-
ples. There are several future directions based on the current work.
First, it is interesting to determine whether other, coarser equiva-
lence classes can be developed for cyclic architectures, which can
be used by some enumerative exploration of the trace space. An-
other promising direction is phrasing our observation equivalence
on other memory models and developing DPOR algorithms for
such models. Finally, it would be interesting to explore the engi-
neering challenges in applying our approach to real-life examples.
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A. Missing Proofs
A.1 Proofs of Section 4
Lemma 2. LetX “ dompA`qX imgpA`q be the set of events that
appear in a positive annotation A`, and Xi “ X X Ei the subset
of events of X from process pi. The following assertions hold:
1. If A` is well-formed, then it has a unique basis pτiqi.
2. Computing the basis of A` (or concluding that A` is not well-
formed) can be done in Opnq time, where n “
ř
i
p|τi|q if A
`
is well-formed, otherwise n “
ř
i
ℓi, where ℓi is the length of
the longest path from the root ri of CFGi to an event e P Xi.
3. For every trace t that realizes A` we have that A` is well-
formed and t P τ1 ˚ . . . ˚ τk.
Proof. 1. Assume that A` has two distinct bases pτiqi and pτ
1
iqi.
Since each sequential trace corresponds to a deterministic com-
putation of the corresponding process using valA` as the value
function of global events, we have that each τi and τ
1
i share a
prefix relationship (i.e., one is prefix of the other). Since the two
basis are distinct, for some j we have that one of τj and τ
1
j is a
proper prefix of the other. Assume wlog that τ 1j is a strict prefix
of τj . Then replacing τi with τ
1
i in pτiqi yields another basis,
thus τi is not minimal, a contradiction.
2. We outline the process of constructing the basis pτiqi. As a
preprocessing step, we compute for each process pi the unique
event ei P Xi which is maximal wrt the program structure
PS. Note that if ei is not unique for each process, then A
` is
not well-formed. This requires Op|A`|q time for all processes
pi, simply by iterating over all events in X . Then, the unique
basis pτiqi can be constructed by executing each process locally,
and using the value function valA` for assigning values to
global events. The execution stops when ei is reached, and
the constructed sequential trace τi is returned. Let τ
1
i be the
global projection of τi. If Epτ
1
iq △ Xi ‰ H (where △ is
the symmetric difference operator), return that A` is not well-
formed. Otherwise, return pτiqi as the basis of A
`.
3. It follows easily from Remark 1 and the above construction
that if t realizes A`, then A` must be well-formed and t P
τ1 ˚ . . . ˚ τk.
Lemma 3. ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION is NP-hard.
Proof. The proof is by reduction from MONOTONE ONE-IN-
THREE SAT [14, LO4]. In MONOTONE ONE-IN-THREE SAT,
the input is a propositional 3CNF formula φ in which every literal is
positive, and the goal is to decide whether there exists a satisfying
assignment for φ that assigns exactly one literal per clause to True.
The reduction proceeds as follows. In the following, we let C
and D range over the clauses and xi over the variables of φ.
We assume w.l.o.g. that no variable repeats in the same clause.
For every variable xi, we introduce a node w
1
i P V . For every
clause C “ pxC1 _ xC2 _ xC3q, we introduce a pair of nodes
wCCj , r
C
Cj
P V and an edge pwCCj , r
C
Cj
q P E, where j P t1, 2, 3u.
Additionally, we introduce an edge pwCCj , w
1
Cl
q P E for every pair
j, l P t1, 2, 3u such that j ‰ l, and an edge pw1Cj , r
C
Cl
q for each
j P t1, 2, 3u, where l “ pj ` 1q mod 3 ` 1. Finally, for every
pair of clauses C,D and l1, l2 P t1, 2, 3u such that Cl1 “ Dl2 “ ℓ
(i.e.,C andD share the same variable xℓ in positions l1 and l2), we
add edges pwCℓ , r
D
ℓ q, pw
D
ℓ , r
C
ℓ q P E. The set H consists of triplets
of nodes pw1Cj , w
C
Cj
, rCCj q for every clause C and j P t1, 2, 3u.
Figure 7 illustrates the above construction.
Let X be an edge addition set that solves ACYCLIC EDGE AD-
DITION on input pG,Hq and note that for every pair of triplets
pw1i, w
C
i , r
C
i q, pw
1
i, w
D
i , r
D
i q P H , we have that pw
1
i, w
C
i q P X iff
pw1i, w
D
i q P X , i.e., for every node w
1
i, the set X contains either
only all incoming, or only all outgoing edges of w1i specified byH .
To see this, observe that if there exists such a pair of triplets with
pw1i, w
C
i q, pr
D
i , w
1
iq P H , then GX “ pV,E Y Xq would contain
the cycle
w
1
i Ñ w
C
i Ñ r
D
i Ñ w
1
i
which contradicts that X is a solution to the problem. Given such
an edge addition set X , we obtain an assignment on the variables
of φ by setting xi “ True iff X contains an edge pw
1
Cj
, wCCj q
for some clause C and j P t1, 2, 3u. By the previous remark, the
assignment of values to variables of φ is well-defined.
It is easy to verify that the construction takes polynomial time in
the size of φ. In the following, we argue that the answer to MONO-
TONE ONE-IN-THREE SAT is true iff the answer to ACYCLIC
EDGE ADDITION is also true.
pñq. Let X be a solution to ACYCLIC EDGE ADDITION on
pG,Hq, and we argue that every clause C of φ contains exactly one
variable set to True. Indeed, C contains at least one such variable,
otherwise GX would contain a cycle
r
C
C1
Ñ w1C1 Ñ r
C
C2
Ñ w1C2 Ñ r
C
C3
Ñ w1C3 Ñ r
C
C1
Similarly, C contains at most one variable of C set to True, as two
such variables xi, xj would imply that GX contains a cycle
w
1
i Ñ w
C
i Ñ w
1
j Ñ w
C
j Ñ w
1
i
pðq. Consider any satisfying assignment of φ, and construct
an edge addition set X “ teiui such that for each triplet
pw1i, w
C
i , r
C
i q P H we have
ei “
"
pw1i, w
C
i q, if xi “ True
prCi , w
1
iq, if xi “ False
Given a clause C, we denote by VC “
Ť
3
i“1tw
1
Ci
, wCCi , r
C
Ci
u,
and by GX rVC s the subgraph of GX restricted to nodes in VC .
We now argue that GX does not contain a cycle. Assume towards
contradiction otherwise, and let C be such a cycle.
1. If C contains a node of the form wCCj for some j P t1, 2, 3u
then C traverses the edge pw1Cj , w
C
Cj
q, and thus xℓ is assigned
True, where ℓ “ Cj Since GX contains no edge of the form
prDℓ , w
1
ℓq for any clause D, C must traverse an edge pw
D
Di
, w1ℓq
for some clauseD. Hence there is a first node wDDi traversed by
C after wCℓ , for some clause D and i P t1, 2, 3u and thus GX
contains an edge pw1Di , w
D
Di
q, and hence xl is assigned True,
where l “ Di. By our choice of w
D
Di
, the node w1Di can only
be reached via the edge prDDi , w
1
Di
q, which requires that xl is
assigned False, a contradiction.
2. If C contains no node of the formwCCj , then it must be a cycle in
GrVC s, for some clause C. The only such cycle that traverses
no wCCj can be
r
C
C1
Ñ w1C1 Ñ r
C
C2
Ñ w1C2 Ñ r
C
C3
Ñ w1C3 Ñ r
C
C1
which requires that all xCi are assigned False, for each i P
t1, 2, 3u, which contradicts thatC has a variable assigned True.
The desired result follows.
Lemma 9. The decision problem of ACYCLIC EDGE ADDI-
TION on input pG “ pV,Eq,Hq admits a positive answer iff the
positive annotation A` is realizable in P .
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Proof. We present both directions of the proof.
• pñq. Let t be any trace that realizes A`. Observe that for
any edge pu, vq P E we have intpepuqq ă intpepvqq, since
PSpepuq, wu,vq andPSpru,v, epvqq and A
`pru,vq “ wu,v . Ad-
ditionally, t satisfies that either intpw
1
iq ă wtpwiq, or intpriq ă
wtpw
1
iq. In the former case we an edge pxi, yiq, and in the latter
case we add pzi, xiq in an edge set X . Since t induces a total
order on the vertices ofG,GX is acyclic, and thusX is an edge
addition set for pG,Hq.
• pðq. IfX is an edge addition set for pG,Hq thenGX is acyclic
and any topological order of the vertices of GX “ pV,E YXq
induces a trace that realizes A`.
The desired result follows.
A.2 Proofs of Section 5
Lemma 6 (Compactness). Consider any two executions of
DC-DPOR on inputs pt1,A1q and pt2,A2q. Then A
`
1
‰ A`
2
.
Proof. Examine the recursion tree T generated by DC-DPOR,
where every node u is labeled with the trace tu and annotation input
Au “ pA
`
u ,A
´
u q given to DC-DPOR. Let x and y be the nodes
that correspond to inputs pt1,A1q and pt1,A2q respectively, and we
argue that Ax ‰ Ay. If x is an ancestor of y, then whenDC-DPOR
was executed on input ptx,Axq, a read r created A
`
r,w in Line 3
on the branch from x to the direction of y in T , with the property
that r R dompA`x q. Since the algorithm never removes pairs pr, wq
from the positive annotations, we have that pr, wq P Ay, hence
Ax ‰ Ay . A similar argument holds if y is an ancestor of x. Now
consider the case that x and y do not have an ancestor-descendant
relationship. Let z be the lowest common ancestor of x and y in T ,
and zx (resp. zy) the child of z in the direction of x (resp. y). Let
rx (resp. ry) be the read on Line 3 that generated A
`
zx (resp. A
`
zy ),
i.e.,
A
`
zx “ A
`
z Y tprx, wxqu and A
`
zy “ A
`
z Y tpry, wyqu
If rx “ ry “ r then wx ‰ wy , thus A
`
zxprq ‰ A
`
zy , and since
the algorithm never removes pairs pr, wq from positive annotations
we have that Ax ‰ Ay . Now assume that rx ‰ ry, and w.l.o.g.
that intj prxq ă intj pryq. Then, before DC-DPORpAzy q is exe-
cuted, Line 7 adds wx P A
´prxq. Since the algorithm never re-
moves entries from the negative annotation, by Line 3, we have
that prx, wxq R A
`
y . In all cases we have Ax ‰ Ay , as desired.
Lemma 7 (Completeness). For every realizable observation func-
tion O, DC-DPOR generates a trace t that realizes O.
Proof. Let T be the recursion tree ofDC-DPOR. Given a node u of
T , we denote by tu and Au “ pA
`
u ,A
´
u q the input of DC-DPOR
on u. Since tu is always a maximal extension of a trace returned
by procedure Realize on input A`u , by Lemma 4 we have that tu
is compatible with A`u , thus it suffices to show that DC-DPOR is
called with a positive annotation being equal to O. We define a
traversal on T with the following properties:
1. If u is the current node of the traversal, then A`u Ď O.
2. If A`u Ă O, then the traversal proceeds either
(a) to a node v of T with A`u Ă A
`
v ,
(b) to some other node of T ,
and Item 2b happens a finite number of times.
Observe that every time the traversal executes Item 2a, O agrees
with A`v on more reads than A
`
u . Since Item 2b is executed a finite
number of times, any such traversal is guaranteed to reach a node
w with Aw “ O.
The traversal starts from u being the root of T , and Item 1 holds as
then A`u “ H Ď O. Now consider that the traversal is on any node
u that satisfies Item 1. Since tu is a maximal extension of a trace
returned by procedure Realize on input A`u , Lemma 4 guarantees
that tu is a maximal trace that realizes A
`
u . Let t
˚ be a trace that
realizes O, and r be the first read of t˚ not in A`u , i.e.,
r “ arg min
r1PEpt˚qzdompA`u q
int˚pr
1q
and w “ Ot˚prq. Then for every r
1 P Pastt˚prq, we have
int˚pr
1q ă int˚pr
1q and thus r1 P Eptuq and Ot˚pr
1q “ Otupr
1q.
By Lemma 5, we have r P Eptuq. Since int˚pwq ă int˚prq, a
similar argument yields that w P Eptuq. We now distinguish two
cases, based on whether w P A´u prq or not.
1. If w R A´u prq, then in Line 4 the algorithm will generate
a trace t1 that is compatible with the strengthened annotation
A`u Y pr,wq, and call itself recursively on some child v of u
with A`v “ A
`
u Ypr, wq. The traversal proceeds to v and Item 1
holds, as desired.
2. If w P A´u prq, then there exists a highest ancestor x of u in
T where DC-DPOR was called with pr, wq P A´x . Following
Line 7, this can only have happened if x has a sibling v in T
with pr,wq P A`v . Let z be the parent of x, v, and we have
A`z Ă A
`
u Ă O, and A
`
v “ A
`
z Y pr, wq Ď O. Thus, the
traversal proceeds to v and Item 1 holds, as desired. In this case,
we say that the traversal backtracks to x through z.
Finally, we argue that Item 2b will only occur a finite number of
times in the traversal. Since T is finite, it suffices to argue that the
traversal backtracks through any node z a finite number of times.
Indeed, fix such a node z and let x1, x2, . . . be the sequence of (not
necessarily distinct) children of z that the traversal backtracks to,
through z. Let ri be the unique read in dompA
`
xi
qzdompA`z q. By
Line 1, we have that intz pri`1q ă intz priq, hence no node repeats
in the sequence pxiqi, and thus the traversal backtracks through z a
finite number of times. The desired result follows.
Theorem 3. Consider a concurrent acyclic architecture P of
processes on an acyclic state space, and n “ maxtPTP |t|
the maximum length of a trace of P . The algorithm DC-DPOR
explores each class of TP{ „O exactly once, and requires
O
`
|TP{ „O | ¨ n
5
˘
time.
Proof. Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 guarantee the optimality of
DC-DPOR, i.e., that DC-DPOR explores each class of TP{ „O
exactly once. The time spent in each class is the time for attempting
all possible mutations on the witness trace t which is the trace used
by the algorithm to explore the corresponding observation function.
There are at most n2 such mutations, and according to Theorem 2,
each such mutation requires Opn3q time to be applied (or conclude
that t cannot be mutated in the attempted way). The desired result
follows.
A.3 Proofs of Section 6
Lemma 8. For any two traces t1, t2 P TP , if t1 „M t2 then
t1 „
X
O t2.
Proof. By Theorem 2, we have t1 „O t2. Consider any pair of
distinct write eventsw1, w2 PWpt1qXpWiYWjqwith locpw1q “
locpw2q “ g and g P λPppi, pjq, and observe that w1 and w2
are dependent. Hence, we have w1Ñt1w2 iff w1Ñt2w2, and thus
int1pw1q ă int1pw2q iff int2pw1q ă int2pw2q, as desired.
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Lemma 10. Given a well-formed positive annotation A` over
a basis pτiqi, and the modified communication graph G
1
PX
“
pVPX , EPX zX,λPX q, Realize constructs a trace t that realizes
A` (or concludes that A` is not realizable) and requires Opn3q
time, where n “
ř
i
|τi|.
(Sketch). First, note that due to the observable locks LO , A` al-
ready induces a total order on the lock-acquire and lock-release
events that access the same lock lg P L
O. Hence A` already in-
duces a total order between the write and lock-acquire events that
are protected by the same lock lg P L
O. Thus, given the basis pτiqi,
A` is realizable iff that total order respects A`, and there is a way
to order the remaining pairwise dependent events between pairs of
processes ppi, pjq R X , such that the ordering respects the sequen-
tial consistency axioms and the lock semantics. The crucial prop-
erty is that sinceX is an all-but-two cycle set ofGP , the transitivity
(Line 10) and antisymmetry (Line 7) clauses ensure that a satisfy-
ing assignment preserves acyclicity of the graph G1 constructed in
Line 29. The complexity analysis is similar to Lemma 4.
Theorem 4. Consider a concurrent architecture P of processes on
an acyclic state space, and n “ maxtPTP |t| the maximum length
of a trace of P . Let X be an all-but-two cycle set of the communi-
cation graph GP . The algorithm DC-DPOR-Cyclic explores each
class of TP{ „
X
O exactly once, and requires O
`
|TP{ „
X
O | ¨ n
5
˘
time.
Proof. We argue that DC-DPOR-Cyclic is then optimal for the
cyclic architecture P wrt the equivalence „XO .
1. (Compactness). For any two distinct positive annotations A`
1
,
A`
2
examined by DC-DPOR when exploring the trace space of
P
X , Lemma 6 guarantees that A`
1
‰ A`
2
. Let t1 and t2 be the
traces returned by Realize on inputs A`
1
and A`
2
respectively.
Assume that t1 is not a prefix of t2 (the argument is similar if
t2 is not a prefix of t1, and since A
`
1
‰ A`
2
, it is not the case
that each is a prefix of the other). This implies that at least one
of the following holds.
(a) There is a read event r P Ept1q such that pr,Ot1prqq R Ot2 ,
in which case two different classes of „O are explored.
Since „XO refines „O it follows that two different classes
of „ OX are explored.
(b) There is a lock-acquire event ea P Ept1q such that
pea,Ot1peaqq R Ot2 . In this case, the write event w pro-
tected by the lock-acquire event ea either does not appear
t2 or there exists a conflicting write event w
1 in t1 such that
t1 and t2 are ordered differently in t1 and t2. Hence the two
annotations A`
1
and A`
2
are used to explore different classes
of „XO .
2. (Completeness). The completeness statement of Lemma 7 guar-
antees that for every observation function O of the trace space
of PX , there is an annotation function A` used by DC-DPOR
such that O “ A`. Since the lock-acquire and lock-release
events on observable locks are read and write events respec-
tively, any two traces which have a different order on a pair of
write events w, w1 such that w and w1 are protected by observ-
able locks, will also be explored.
Finally, the maximum size of a trace in P is asymptotically equal
to the maximum size of a trace in PX , from which the complexity
bound follows.
Exponential succinctness of „XO in cyclic architectures. Here
we present a very simple cyclic architecture where the observa-
tion equivalence „XO refined by an all-but-two cycle setX is expo-
nentially more succinct than the Mazurkiewicz equivalence „M .
Consider the architecture P in Figure 8, which consists of three
Process p1 :
1. write x
2. read x
Process p2 :
1. write x
2. write y
. . .
n` 2. write y
n` 3. read y
n` 4. read x
Process p3 :
1. write x
2. write y
. . .
n` 2. write y
n` 3. read y
n` 4. read x
Figure 8: A cyclic architecture of three processes.
processes and two single global variables x and y. We choose an
edge set as X “ tpp1, p2qu, and X is an all-but-two cycle set of
GP . We argue that„
X
O is exponentially more succinct than„M by
showing exponentially many traces which are pairwise equivalence
under „XO but not under „M . Indeed, consider the set T which
consists of all traces such that the following hold
1. All traces start with p1 executing to completion, then p2 exe-
cuting its first statement, and p3 executing its first statement.
2. All traces end with the last three events of p2 followed by the
last two events of p3.
Note that |T | “
`
2¨n
n
˘
as there are p2 ¨ nq! ways to order the 2 ¨ n
write y events of the two processes, but n! ¨n! orderings are invalid
as they violate the program structure. All traces in T have the same
observation function, yet they are inequivalent under „M since
every pair of them orders two write y events differently. Finally,
TP{ „
X
O is only exponentially large, and since
|pTP{ „M qzpTP{ „
x
Oq| ě |T | ´ 1
we have that „XO is exponentially more succinct than „M .
B. Benchmarks
B.1 Details
Underapproximating the non-necessarily maximal
Mazurkiewicz classes.
Here we outline the process we used to underapproximate the
number of not-necessarily maximal Mazurkiewicz classes reported
in Table 3. Recall that each such class contains Mazurkiewicz-
equivalent traces which are not necessarily maximal. We ob-
tained this underapproximation by counting the number of maxi-
mal Mazurkiewicz classes discovered throughout our experiments.
Consider any execution of DPOR, and let x be the number of maxi-
mal Mazurkiewicz classes discovered. Hence x represents the num-
ber of traces ptiq
x
i“1 found at the leaves of the recursion tree T of
DPOR, up to the Mazurkiewicz equivalence. In all cases where we
used this underapproximation scheme, every path in the recursion
tree from the root to a leaf contained at least 3 conflicting write
events. Let ui be the leaf of T that corresponds to ti, and vi be
the first ancestor of vi where the corresponding trace t
1
i (i.e., t
1
i is a
prefix of ti) has one less write event than ti. Hence, for all but one
processes, all write events of those processes that appear in ti also
appear in t1i.
1. Every t1i is Mazurkiewicz inequivalent to every tj , otherwise tj
would not be maximal (as it could be extended to ti).
2. Every vi corresponds to a different ui. Indeed, assume that there
exists j ‰ i such that vi corresponds to both ui and uj . Let si
and sj be the suffix of ui and uj respectively that is missing
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from t1i. Note that in this case si and sj start with the same,
single write event, and thus must be Mazurkiewicz equivalent,
and since they both extend t1i, then ti and tj would also be
Mazurkiewicz equivalent, a contradiction.
3. Every t1i is Mazurkiewicz inequivalent to every other tj , with
i ‰ j, otherwise the next event on the path vi ù ui and
vj ù uj would the same write event, and ti and tj would also
be Mazurkiewicz equivalent.
Hence, the number of non-maximal, pairwise Mazurkiewicz in-
equivalent traces defined by the nodes vi is at least x. Now let zi
be the first ancestor of vi in T where the corresponding trace t
2
i has
one less write event than t1i.
1. Every t1i is Mazurkiewicz inequivalent to every tj , for similar
reasons as Item 1 above.
2. Every t2i corresponds to at most two t
1
i, t
1
j . The argument is
similar to Item 2 above, with the difference that this time t2i can
be extended with at most two different write events towards t1i
and t1j .
3. Every t2i is Mazurkiewicz inequivalent to every other t
2
j , with
i ‰ j, for similar reasons as Item 3 above.
Hence there are at least p1` 1` 1{2q ¨x “ 3{2 ¨ x not-necessarily
maximal Mazurkiewicz classes in the trace space.
B.2 Pseudocode of Benchmark
Here we provide the formal pseudocode used in the benchmarks of
Section 7. In all cases, k refers to the number of processes in the
system. Besides the toy cases of Alternate write ´ read, Pipeline
our experiments include the following concurrent programming
paradigms.
1. Peterson’s solution to mutual exclusion for two processes.
2. A concurrent version of the sieve of Eratosthenes for finding
prime numbers.
3. A scheme of optimistic Commits where each process writes to
a variable, does some work optimistically assuming no other
process has reached that region, and afterwards checks whether
that variable was modified,
4. A scheme of two processes using a common encryption key to
communicate with the outer-world. After every three iterations,
each process modifies the encryption key to a new one.
Benchmark: Alternate write ´ read
Globals: int x
Locals : int n, v, iÐ 0
1 while i ă n do
2 xÐ v
3 v Ð x
4 end
Benchmark: Pipeline
Globals: intrk ´ 1s x
// --------- Process j “ 1 ---------
1 v Ð xrjs
2 xrjs Ð v
// --------- Process 0 ă j ă k ´ 2 ---------
Locals : int iÐ 0, v
3 v Ð xrj ´ 1s
4 xrj ´ 1s Ð v
5 v Ð xrjs
6 xrjs Ð v
// --------- Process j “ k ´ 1 ---------
7 v Ð xrj ´ 1s
8 xrj ´ 1s Ð v
Method: Peterson
Globals: int turnÐ 0
int c, a
bool interested1 Ð False, interested2 Ð False
// --------- Process 1 ď j ď 2 ---------
Locals : int total Ð 0, iÐ 0
1 while total ă c do
2 interestedj Ð True
3 turn Ð 1´ j
4 iÐ 0
5 while True do
6 if interested1´j and turn “ 1´ j and then
// Wait for some time
7 iÐ i` 1
8 if i “ a then
9 interestedj Ð False
10 return
11 end
12 interestedj Ð False
13 total Ð total ` 1
14 end
Method: Commits
Globals: int c
int x
// --------- Process 1 ď j ď 2 ---------
Locals : int iÐ 0
1 while i ă c do
// Stamp
2 xÐ j
// Do stuff, then read stamp
3 if x “ j then
// Commit was successful
4 iÐ i` 1
5 end
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Method: Eratosthenes
Globals: int N Ð 16, primesÐ 0
intrNs naturalsÐ p0, . . . , 0q
Locals : int iÐ 0, j Ð 0
1 while i ă N do
2 if naturalsris “ 0 then
3 naturalsris Ð 1
4 j Ð 2 ¨ i` 2
5 while j ă N do
6 naturalsrjs Ð 2
7 j Ð j ` i` 2
8 end
9 iÐ i` 1
10 end
Method: KeyRotation
Globals: int key Ð False
int c
// --------- Thread 0 ď j ă 2 ---------
Locals : int iÐ 0, mÐ 0, xÐ 0
1 while i ă c do
2 if i mod 3 “ 0 then
// Rotate encryption key
3 xÐ GenerateKeypq
4 key Ð x
5 mÐ NewMessagepq
6 SendMessagepm, keyq
7 end
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